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視覚障がいを理解するための模擬体験としての逆さ
めがね着用
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Wearing Up-Down Reversing Goggles As a Simulation
for Understanding the Visually Handicapped
YOSHIMURA Hirokazu and SEKIGUCHI Hiromi 
We conducted a scientific event at Ajinomoto Stadium on May ??, ????, in which ??? participants
wore two or three kinds of visual-handicap-simulation goggles including eye-occlusion mask and up-
down reversing goggles. Most participants were elementary school children. After the experience,
they answered to the six questions, some of which were the followings: Which was the most difficult
goggles to walk or to sit down in a chair? ; Which was the most interesting goggles for you?  In
results, they reported to be more difficult, fearer, more interesting, and more confused when wearing
the up-down reversing goggles than when wearing the eye-occlusion mask. Based on these results,
we discuss that the up-down reversed vision will provide more effective simulation experience being
visually handicapped than the eye-occlusion will do.  
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